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Abstract: The security in wireless sensor network is a burning issue. There are many researchers, who are working on
the security requirements of the wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we are presenting a survey for pre key
distribution in the wireless sensor network. Key management is a challenging issue in the WSNs. While designing a
key management scheme, the parameters like network scalability is needed to be considered. The key management
scheme should be able to support a large number of nodes. It also contains an introduction to key distribution. It also
elaborates various challenges in establishing an efficient key distribution scheme.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) [3,4] consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or
environmental conditions and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main location. The more modern
networks are bi-directional they also enables control of sensor activity. The research of wireless sensor networks was
motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance. Today such wireless networks are used in many
industrial and consumer applications. Such application includes industrial process monitoring and control, machine
monitoring, and so on.
Key distribution is an important issue in wireless sensor network (WSN) design. It is a newly developing field due to the
recent improvements in wireless communications.
Wireless sensor networks are networks of small, battery-powered, memory-constraint devices named sensor nodes,
which have the capability of wireless communication over a restricted area.[1]Due to memory and power constraints, they
need to be well arranged to build a fully functional network.
Key pre distribution is the method of distribution of keys onto nodes before deployment. Therefore, the nodes build up
the network using their secret keys after deployment, that is, when they reach their target position.
Key pre distribution schemes [5,6,7] are various methods that have been developed by academicians for a better
maintenance of key management in WSNs. Basically a key pre distribution scheme has 3 phases:
1. Key distribution
2. Shared key discovery
3. Path-key establishment
During these phases, secret keys are generated, placed in sensor nodes, and each sensor node searches the area in its
communication range to find another node to communicate. A secure link is established when two nodes discover one or
more common keys (this differs in each scheme), and communication is done on that link between those two nodes.
Afterwards, paths are established connecting these links, to create a connected graph. The result is a wireless
communication network functioning in its own way, according to the key pre distribution scheme used in creation.
There are a number of aspects of WSNs on which key pre distribution schemes are competing to achieve a better result.
The most critical ones are: local and global connectivity, and resiliency.
Local connectivity [6] means the probability that any two sensor nodes have a common key with which they can
establish a secure link to communicate.
Global connectivity is the fraction of nodes that are in the largest connected graph over the number of all nodes.
Resiliency is the number of links that cannot be compromised when a number of nodes(therefore keys in them) are
compromised. So it is basically the quality of resistance against the attempts to hack the network. Apart from these, two
other critical issues in WSN design are computational cost and hardware cost. Computational cost is the amount of
computation done during these phases. Hardware cost is generally the cost of the memory and battery in each node.
There is a most-cited key pre distribution scheme [2] which is usually called "the main scheme" that introduced the ides
of random key distribution, whereby the randomness factor drastically improves resiliency.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Eschenauer and Gligor [8] proposed the probabilistic key pre-distribution scheme. It became popular and most referred
method by the subsequent researchers. . This scheme requires three phases are needed to set up the secret keys between
sensor nodes. These phases are key pre distribution, discovering shared key and path key establishment. The first phase
randomly assigns k different keys from a big key pool each sensor node randomly.
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Figure 1: Key pool[8]
Stored keys in each sensor node are called keyring of the node and each key has a corresponding id. Next two phases are
done when nodes are deployed. The shared key discovery phase nodes find the common key between them and establish
a secure connection. Each node discovers its neighbors in communication range with which it shares common keys. The
sample graph after shared key discovery is shown below in figure. The node pairs A and B or A and C can set up secure
links through their common keys.

Figure 2: Shared Key [8]
It might happen that nodes are in communication range but do not share any keys, these nodes may be connected by one
or more hops links through path key establishment phase. As shown in fig. 2, nodes B and C are in communication range
but do not share a common key. The third phase assigns a path key to the sensor nodes via node A and then they can set
up secure link between them. Most of the present pre-distribution schemes are based on this model. It is a very popular
model
In wireless sensor network base station is known as centralized authority. Base station is used to revoke the compromised
nodes. Authors presented a key management scheme for wireless sensor network in [8]. It is a centralized key revocation
scheme. In this scheme if a node is compromised then the base station can send a message to all other sensors to revoke
the compromised node’s key ring. The work in [8] can be divided into three phases: signature key distribution, key
revocation and link reconfiguration.
In the signature key distribution phase the base station is responsible for generating a signature key. To do the same the
base station unicast a signature key to each node. Then the signature key is encrypted with a pairwise key shared by the
base station with the sensor node.
In the key revocation phase the base station broadcast single key revocation message signed by the signature key. This
broadcasted message contains a list of key identifiers for the key ring to be revoked. Some links may disappear if the
keys are removed from the key rings and the affected nodes need to reconfigure those links by restarting the shared-key
discovery and the path-key establishment phase.
The key revocation scheme in [8] requires n unicast messages and one broadcast message. Also in a large scale sensor
network, the distribution of signature key might be a problem. Also the adversary could use the signature key to duplicate
the revocation messages from the base station.
Zhang et. al. proposed a key revocation scheme which is commonly known as GPSRRev scheme [9]. It is also a
centralized key revocation scheme.

Figure 3: GPSR Scheme [9]
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In this scheme [9], revocation area is divided into sub-areas if the revocation area is large. Then by using GPSR protocol,
revocation message is sent to a certain node within each area [10]. Then the same message is multicast for the remaining
regions. The revocation message contains two fields: the identifier of the sensor nodes to be revoked and the scope of the
revocation area. If the sensor node falls within the revocation area indicated by the revocation message, then the sensor
node records the identifier of the revoked sensor node and rebroadcast the message to its neighboring nodes. A message
is dropped if it is outside the revocation area.
No centralized authority is used in a distributed key revocation scheme. Author Chan proposed a distributed key
revocation scheme for sensor networks in [11] and further investigated this scheme in [12]. This scheme cast a vote &
collect it using among sensor nodes. If the number of votes against a sensor node exceeds a specified threshold, then that
particular sensor node will be revoked. First at the connection time neighboring nodes exchange the masks to decrypt the
votes, then in the current session, at least t sensor nodes are required to cast their votes against the target node. In next
session, voting nodes cast their votes against the target node. The information related to the compromised sensor node is
to be broadcasted in the network if and only if a sensor node receives at least t revocation votes. This scheme has some
assumptions. These are each node knows its neighboring nodes and each node knows its neighboring node’s neighboring
nodes before deployment. It is extremely hard to satisfy this requirement. But the main advantage is that he distributed
key revocation scheme is faster compared with the centralized key revocation because it requires local broadcast. But this
distributed key revocation scheme is more complex than the centralized key revocation scheme. Detail information about
the distributed key revocation scheme is included in [11-12].





III.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
To design a pre key distribution scheme for wireless sensor network with higher scalability
To design a pre key distribution scheme for wireless sensor network with good key sharing probability
To design a pre key distribution scheme for wireless sensor network with reduced storage overhead

IV.
CONCLUSION
This paper contains an overview of wireless sensor network. Key management in WSN is also elaborated in an attractive
manner. The literature survey of the most popular algorithms for the pre key distribution is the heart of this survey paper.
All these algorithms have been analyzed. Their merits and demerits are discussed. At the end, we have identified a list of
future research works in the area of pre key distribution in wireless sensor networks.
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